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834 the american naturalist. [septemuber, winchell, n. h ... - 834 the american naturalist. [septemuber,
winchell, n. h.-the geological and natural history survey of minn'esota, twenty-second annual report, for the
year 1893. the optical properties of amethyst quartz - dspace.rris - tutton's new and very attractively
written book, natural history of crystals, in which several pages are devoted to a description of amethyst, and
his account will no doubt stimulate interest and inspire fresh studies of the properties of this 10 dr. g. t. prior
progress of mineralogy. - cambridge - the british museum (natural history). a beitish museum official may
perhaps be pardoned if, in a review of the progress of mineralogy since the first appearance of th geologicae
magazinel h,e begins with a reference to scientific work done in the museum with which the editor was so long
associated. at the time when the magazine first saw the light the keeper of the mineral department was the ...
structural features in tutton’s salts k 2 m (h2o)6](so4 2 ... - 2department of mineralogy, swedish
museum of natural history, box 50007, 10405 stockholm, sweden 3 cnr-igag istituto di geologia ambientale e
geoingegneria, sede di roma, via bolognola 7, 00138 roma, italy geological basis of vitruvius’ empirical
observations of ... - 1 geological basis of vitruvius’ empirical observations of material characteristics of rock
utilized in roman masonry marie jackson department of history, p. o. box 6023, northern arizona ...
lyondellbaseli italy overview - lyondellbasell industries - though natural and synthetic macromolecular
substances had long been known, it was only between 1920 and 1930 that hermann staudinger placed our
knowledge of the chemical american museum novitates - connecting repositories - museumof natural
history, including a number of sectioned crystals, has brought out that, of the three forms-(1011), (0111) and
(1010)- commonly present onquartz crystals, the three faces of the terminating the culinary institute of
america t el programs pesented ... - over 2,500 years ago, it is a layer cake of history. together we’ll have
a guided tour of neapolis, a vast area of the together we’ll have a guided tour of neapolis, a vast area of the
ancient city that has been excavated and is now an enormous archaeological park. 976 science. s. vol. xvii.
no. royal versazione.* - tutton exhibited an elaborate arrangement which he calls an elasmometer, for the
determina-tion of the elasticity of solid substances, particularly crystals, which can not be ob-tained in very
large pieces. mr. w. wat-son's light mirrors suitable for galvanom-eters are made of fused silica, the reflectingsurface consistingofafilmofplatinum. an experiment by mr. 0. w. richardson illustrated ...
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